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Hospitality group Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts' Naviva property is officially accepting reservations.

A resort dedicated to helping travelers connect with nature and themselves, Naviva is now accepting reservations
for December 1, 2022 and onward. The nature retreat houses 15 luxury tents within 48 forested acres overlooking the
Pacific Ocean, the ultimate immersive experience that helps travelers connect with one another and the earth.

"Naviva is an ambitious new resort concept that offers highly individualized service and innovative design that
brings guests closer to nature than ever before," said Vince Parrotta, president of Four Seasons, hotel operations
Americas West, in a statement.

"With the debut of this exceptionally personalized retreat, guests will interface one-on-one with knowledgeable
guides during thoughtful experiences that embrace the culture and character of Mexico."

A natural connection 
Naviva is the group's first adult-only tented resort in the Americas, and each tent has a private plunge pool. The tents,
designed by Luxury Frontiers, each have an open-air living room, a separate bedroom with access to the private
pool, an expansive deck and hammock and a private shower.

Naviva is also one of the smallest Four Seasons resorts in the world.

Each tent has indoor and outdoor areas that allow guests to enjoy nature while also being able to enjoy personal
alone time.

There are also half-day retreat options, yoga and other activations based on guests' individual needs.

Guests are also welcome to enjoy local activities such as sampling small-batch Mexican coffees, nocturnal forest
bathing, sunset rituals and more.
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Four Seasons continues providing guests with disparate kinds of experiential travel offerings.

Last November, Four Seasons Hotels & Resorts invited ski aficionados and winter lovers to select properties in
North America as part of its  newly unveiled Mountain Collection.

From elevated aprs-ski experiences to relaxing fireside and regionally-inspired wellness treatments, the hospitality
group is appealed to experiential travelers with new ways of enjoying the wintery months (see story).
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